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Q-PSEUDODIFFERENCE DRINFELD-SOKOLOV REDUCTION
FOR ALGEBRA OF COMPLEX SIZE MATRICES.
A.L.PIROZERSKI AND M.A.SEMENOV-TIAN-SHANSKY
Universite´ de Bourgogne, Dijon, France
and Steklov Institute of Mathematics, St.Petersburg, Russia
Abstract. The q-deformed version of the Drinfeld-Sokolov reduction is ex-
tended to the case of the algebra of ’complex size matrices’; this construction
generalizes earlier results of B.Khesin and F.Malikov on universal DS reduc-
tion and follows the pattern of recent studies of q-deformed DS reduction which
were started by E.Frenkel, N.Reshetikhin and one of the authors.
1. Introduction
It is well-known that the space Mn of scalar n-th order differential operators
has a remarkable quadratic Poisson structure, called the (second) Adler-Gelfand-
Dickey bracket [1, 9]. This structure admits several different realizations. The
first one, known as the Drinfeld-Sokolov reduction [2], shows that the Gelfand-
Dickey bracket can be obtained via Hamiltonian reduction from a linear Poisson
bracket on the space of matrix first order differential operators which is consid-
ered as the dual space of the affine algebra ŝln. This construction has a natural
generalization to the case of an arbitrary semisimple Lie algebra g, the corre-
sponding Poisson algebra W(g) of functionals on reduced space is called the
classical W-algebra (associated with g).
The second realization is based on the study of the Lie group of integral opera-
tors (more precisely, of some its extension, see [10]). This group comes equipped
with the natural Sklyanin bracket which endows it with the structure of a Poisson-
Lie group, and the second Gelfand-Dickey bracket is identified with the restriction
of this bracket to the subvariety Mn, which is Poisson in this case.
This construction leads to a natural generalization of the Gelfand-Dickey bracket
for the space of pseudodifferential symbols of any complex degree λ
Gλ =
{
∂λ + u1 (x) ∂
λ−1 + . . .
}
.
At the same time, DS-reduction [2] is defined only for λ = n, n ∈ N, and only
for the Poisson subspace Mn ⊂ Gn. B.Khesin and F.Malikov in [11] proposed
a counterpart of the DS-reduction which applies to all pseudodifferential sym-
bols of complex degree. To describe their construction (called the universal DS-
reduction) let us recall the definition of the algebras glλ of complex size matrices.
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The definition of ”complex size matrices” was proposed by B.Feigin, who used
them to compute the cohomology of the Lie algebra of differential operators, see
[3].
Consider the universal enveloping algebra U (sl2); it has the well-known Casimir
element C = ef + fe+ 1
2
h2, where e, f, h — standard basis of sl2. By definition,
glλ = U (sl2) /
{
C =
1
2
(λ− 1)(λ+ 1)
}
.
For positive integer λ = n the algebra glλ contains a large ideal, and the quotient
algebra is isomorphic to gln, which explains the name ”algebra of complex size
matrices”.
More precisely, to perform the universal DS-reduction we need not the algebra
glλ itself, but some its completion g¯lλ. B.Khesin and F.Malikov [11] proved that
the Gelfand-Dickey bracket on Gλ can be obtained by reduction from a linear
bracket on the dual of the affine Lie algebras corresponding to g¯lλ. (This was
conjectured earlier by B.Feigin and C.Roger).
The third realization of Gelfand-Dickey brackets is based on the study of the
center of the quantized enveloping algebra Uq
(
ŝln
)
at the critical value of the
central charge, see [4]. We shall not consider it here, although it is this realization
which was generalized for the first time to q-difference setting and allowed to
construct the q-deformed W-algebras (see [7]).
A q-difference version of the DS reduction was defined in [8] for the sl2 case and
generalized to the case of arbitrary semisimple algebra in [17]. The consistency
conditions for this reduction lead to a new class of elliptic r-matrices which are
fixed by these conditions in an essentially unique way (one for each semisimple
Lie algebra).
The q-difference counterpart of the second construction of the Gelfand-Dickey
brackets was proposed in [14]. It is based on the study of the group of q-
pseudodifference symbols of arbitrary complex degrees
Ĝ− =
⋃
λ∈C
Ĝλ, Ĝλ =
{
L = Dλ + u1 (z)D
λ−1 + · · ·
}
,
where D is the dilation operator, (Df)(z) = f(qz). It was shown that in a
natural class of r-matrix Poisson brackets on Ĝλ there exists a unique one with
respect to which formal spectral invariants Hn(L) =
λ
n
TrL
n
λ are in involution.
(These spectral invariants give rise to the generalized q-deformed KdV hierarchy
dL
dt
=
[
L
m
λ
(+), L
]
described earlier in [6].) This bracket was called the generalized q-
deformed Gelfand-Dickey structure. Similarly to the differential case, for positive
integer λ = n the subspace of q-difference operators of n-th order
Mn =
{
L = Dn + u1 (z)D
n−1 + · · ·+ u0 (z)
}
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is Poisson. The Poisson algebra of the functionals on Mn coincides (up to the
constraint u0 (z) = 1) with the q-deformed W-algebra Wq (sln), constructed in
[7] and [8, 17].
In the present paper we generalize to the q-difference setting the procedure
of the universal DS-reduction [11]. We define an algebra glq consisting of gl∞-
matrices of special form whose matrix elements are holomorphic functions of a
complex variable t. (This algebra is an extension of the algebra gl, which was also
constructed in [11]). There exists a natural evaluation map iλ : glq 7→ gl∞, which
assigns to a matrix-function A ∈ glq its value at an arbitrary fixed point t = λ:
A 7→ A(λ). The image of this evaluation map is a subalgebra in gl∞ which will be
called (extended) algebra of complex size matrices (more precisely, of size λ× λ.
In fact, we have a family of such algebras parametrized by a complex number
λ). Due to the infinite dimension of glλq , the definition of the corresponding loop
algebras Lglλq involves some peculiarities.
Like in the sln-case [8, 17], the reduction procedure consists of two steps: first,
we impose constraints fixing a submanifold Yλq ⊂ Lgl
λ
q which is preserved by
the q-deformed gauge action of the upper-triangular group LN+, and then we
take the quotient over this group. We prove that the quotient Yλq/LN+ can be
identified with the space Ĝλ of q-pseudodifference symbols of degree λ.
Using a method similar to the one of [8, 17], we describe explicitly all r-matrix
Poisson brackets on Lglλq (in a wide natural class) which admit the q-deformed
universal DS-reduction. At this point we encounter a new phenomenon. Recall,
that in the sln-case the underlying classical r-matrix was related with the decom-
position of the algebra Lsln into the sum of the subalgebras of upper-triangular,
lower-triangular and diagonal matrices. Its diagonal part rˆ0 was given by the
Cayley transformation of the operator Dτn, the operator τn acting by cyclic per-
mutation of matrix elements. Obviously, in the glλq -case there exists no analogue
of τn. We shall see that it must be replaced by the shift operator sˆ whose prop-
erties are quite different. This causes some difficulties in the definition of the
diagonal part of the r-matrix, which requires a regularization introducing some
free parameters into the admissible r-matrix; the uniqueness is restored, however,
if we demand the formal spectral invariants to be in involution, and the resulting
quotient Poisson structure coincides precisely with the generalized q-deformed
Gelfand-Dickey structure defined in [14].
This article has the following structure. In section 2 we recall in more details
the finite-dimensional DS-reduction [8, 17], as well as some results of [14] and
generalize them to the gln-case. Unlike the sln-case, we obtain a family of Poisson
structures admitting reduction; however, only one of them gives rise to a quotient
bracket satisfying the involutivity condition. This result is a finite-dimensional
analogue of the uniqueness theorem for glλq and will be used to prove the latter.
In section 3 we construct algebras glq, gl
λ
q and their loop algebras. Section
4 is devoted to the cross-section theorem which gives a model of the quotient
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Yλq/LN+. In section 5 we describe explicitly all r-matrix Poisson brackets on
Lglλq , which admit the q-deformed universal DS-reduction. Section 6 is devoted
to the uniqueness theorem.
Throughout the article we shall use the following notation. We fix a complex
number q, |q| < 1. Let hˆ be the dilation operator,
hˆa(z) = a(qz), a ∈ C
((
z−1
))
, q ∈ C, |q| < 1. (1.1)
We shall denote the same dilation operator by D when it is considered as a
generator of the algebra of q-pseudodifference operators (see below).
We fix the branch of lnw, w ∈ C, by
− pi < argw < pi, ln 1 = 0,
and put qw ≡ exp (w ln q) . Arbitrary complex degrees of hˆ are defined by
hwa(z) ≡
(
hˆwa
)
(z) = a (qwz) , ∀w ∈ C, a ∈ C
((
z−1
))
. (1.2)
For a ∈ C ((z−1)) , a =
∑
i aiz
i, we put∫
a(z)dz/z = Res a = a0; (1.3)
clearly, this formal integral is dilation invariant, i.e.,∫
a(z)dz/z =
∫
a(qz)dz/z. (1.4)
We introduce an hˆ-invariant inner product in C ((z−1)) by
〈a, b〉
C
=
∫
dz
z
a(z)b(z). (1.5)
Let a be a linear space with an inner product 〈·, ·〉 . We shall denote by 〈〈·, ·〉〉
the following inner product on a⊕ a:〈〈(
X1
X2
)
,
(
Y1
Y2
)〉〉
= 〈X1, Y1〉 − 〈X2, Y2〉 . (1.6)
2. The q-deformed DS-reduction in gln: overview of the results
[8, 17, 14] and some generalizations.
2.1. Reduction procedure and the choice of r-matrix. In this subsection
we recall briefly the procedure of DS-reduction and describe all the r-matrix
Poisson brackets on gln (in a wide natural class) which admit this reduction.
Unlike the sln-case where this bracket is essentially unique (see [8, 17]), there
exists a family of such brackets parametrized by a skew-symmetric operator in
C ((z−1)) . This non-uniqueness does not lead to a new kind of deformed Gelfand-
Dickey brackets, since, as we shall see in subsection 2.2, only one of the quotient
Poisson structures satisfies the involutivity condition.
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We fix the following notation. Let n+ (n) , n− (n) , hn ⊂ gln be the subalgebras
of strictly upper triangular, strictly lower triangular and diagonal matrices, re-
spectively, let b± (n) = n± (n)⊕hn be the subalgebras of upper (lower) triangular
matrices with arbitrary diagonal elements; let N+ (n) ⊂ gln be the unipotent
group corresponding to n+ (n) .We shall denote by Lgln, Ln± (n) , Lb± (n) , Lhn,
LN+ (n) the corresponding loop algebras (group).
We introduce an invariant inner product on Lgln by
〈A,B〉 =
∫
dz
z
TrA (z)B (z) , A, B ∈ Lgln. (2.1)
We shall denote by Mn the space of scalar n-th order q-difference operators of
the form
L = Dn + u1(z)D
n−1 + · · ·+ un(z), ui ∈ C
((
z−1
))
. (2.2)
Now let us briefly recall the DS-reduction procedure. It is well known that a
scalar q-difference equation of order n
Lψ0 = 0, L ∈Mn,
is equivalent to a first order matrix equation
DΨ = LΨ, Ψ =
 ψn−1...
ψ0
 ,
where the potential L ∈ Lgln has a special form. The standard choice for L is
given by a companion matrix:
L =

−u1 · · · −un−1 −un
1
. . . 0 0
...
. . .
. . .
...
0 · · · 1 0
 . (2.3)
This choice is not unique; a linear change of variables
Ψ 7→ Ψ′ = SΨ, S ∈ LN+ (n)
induces a gauge transformation
L 7−→ L′ = hSLS−1. (2.4)
Let us denote by Yn ⊂ Lgln the subvariety of all matrices of the form L
′ = Λn+A,
A ∈ Lb+ (n) , where
Λn =

0 · · · 0 0
1
. . . 0 0
...
. . .
. . .
...
0 · · · 1 0
 . (2.5)
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It is easy to see that the gauge action (2.4) of the group LN+ (n) preserves Yn.
Theorem 2.1. [8, 17]
1. The gauge action of LN+ (n) on Yn is free.
2. The set of companion matrices of the form (2.3) is a cross-section of this
action, so the quotient Yn/LN+ (n) can be identified with Mn.
The quotient Yn/LN+ (n) has a natural description in the framework of Poisson
reduction proposed in [8, 17].
First of all note that the set Lgln of all matrix first order difference operators
with potential of ”general form”
A = D − L, L ∈ Lgln,
can be supplied with the structure of a Poisson manifold. Unlike the differential
case, the choice of this structure is not quite unique . However, it may be fixed
in a canonical way if we supply the gauge group with the structure of a Poisson
Lie group and require the Poisson bracket on Mn to be covariant with respect
to the gauge action; in other words, the map
LGLn × Lgln → Lgln : L 7−→ L
′ = hSLS−1.
has to be a Poisson mapping [15]. The Poisson bracket on Lgln is explicitly de-
scribed in terms of the r-matrix rˆ which fixes the Poisson structure on gauge group
(this r-matrix must satisfy the natural invariance condition
(
hˆ⊗ hˆ
)
rˆ = rˆ). We
shall write down the corresponding formula a little later after we introduce some
necessary notations (see (2.6 below). The reduction is actually performed with
respect to a subgroup of the full gauge group; the natural consistency conditions
are as follows:
First, the invariants of the gauge action of LN+ (n) on Lgln must form a
Lie subalgebra I with respect to the Poisson bracket on Lgln; (in that case
the subgroup LN+ (n) is said to be an admissible subgroup of the full gauge
group (regarded as a Poisson Lie group)). Second, the constraints defining the
submanifold Yn ⊂ Lgln must generate a Poisson ideal in I.
The latter condition means that the Poisson brackets of the constraints vanish
on the constraints surface Yn, i.e., the constraints are of the first class, according
to Dirac. Both conditions impose restrictions on the choice of the initial r-matrix
(which eventually allow to fix it completely).
To describe the relevant Poisson brackets explicitly let us fix the following
notation.
By definition, a functional ϕ̂ ∈ Fun (Lgln) is said to be smooth if for any
L ∈ Lgln there exists an element dϕ̂ (L) ∈ Lgln called its linear gradient such
that
〈dϕ̂ (L) , X〉 =
(
d
dt
)
t=0
ϕ (L+ tX) , ∀X ∈ Lgln.
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In applications, various functionals may be defined only on an affine subspace
of Lgln; in that case the choice of the gradient (when it exists) is not unique
(however, a canonical choice is frequently possible).
For a smooth functional ϕ̂ we define its left and right gradients by ∇ϕ̂ (L) =
Ldϕ̂ (L) and ∇′ϕ̂ (L) = dϕ̂ (L)L, respectively.
Let rˆ ∈ End (Lgln) be a classical r-matrix. We assume that rˆ is skew symmetric
and satisfies the modified classical Yang-Baxter equation and, moreover, rˆ ◦ hˆ =
hˆ ◦ rˆ. Put rˆ± = rˆ ±
1
2
id. The natural Poisson bracket on Lgln which is covariant
with respect to gauge transformations is given by
{
ϕˆ, ψˆ
}
=
〈〈(
rˆ −hˆrˆ+
rˆ−hˆ
−1 −rˆ
)(
∇ϕˆ
∇′ϕˆ
)
,
(
∇ψˆ
∇′ψˆ
)〉〉
(2.6)
(see [15], where this formula is derived from the theory of the so called twisted
Heisenberg double). In the present context we need to choose rˆ, so as to assure
the admissibility of LN+ (n). The admissibility criterion may be found in [15];
here we only describe the r-matrices which make LN+ (n) admissible.
Let P+,P−,P0 be the projection operators onto Ln+ (n) , Ln− (n) , Lhn, re-
spectively. We denote by P00 the orthogonal projection operator onto the one-
dimensional subspace C · 1 ⊂ Lhn and put P
′
0 = P0 − P00.
Put
rˆ =
1
2
(P+ −P−) + rˆ
0P0, (2.7)
where rˆ0 ∈ End (Lhn) , rˆ
0 = − (rˆ0)
∗
.
It may be shown that with this choice of rˆ the gauge action of LN+ (n) is
admissible.
The remaining freedom in choice of rˆ may be (almost) eliminated when we
impose our second condition. Namely, let τˆn ∈ End (Lhn) be the operator acting
by the cyclic permutation of matrix elements:
τˆndiag (f0, f1, . . . , fn−1) = diag (f1, . . . , fn−1, f0) . (2.8)
Let Un ⊂ Lhn be the subspace of matrices of the form
Un =
{
diag
(
f0 (z) , f0
(
q−1z
)
, . . . , f0
(
q−(n−1)z
))
, f0 ∈ C
((
z−1
))}
.
(2.9)
Theorem 2.2. The Poisson bracket of the form (2.6) admits the q-deformed
DS-reduction if and only if the corresponding operator rˆ0 has the form:
rˆ0 =
1
2
1 + hˆτˆn
1− hˆτˆn
P ′0 +∆PUn + αˆ− αˆ
∗, (2.10)
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where PUn is the orthogonal projection operator onto Un, ∆ is a skew symmetric
operator in Un and αˆ is a linear operator of the form
αˆ (f) = 〈f, α〉 · 1 ⊂ Lhn, α ∈ U
⊥
n . (2.11)
Remark 2.1. The operator 1− hˆτˆn is not invertible in Lhn. It is easy to see that
Ker
(
1− hˆτˆn
)
= C · 1, Im
(
1− hˆτˆn
)
= Lh′n, where
Lh′n ≡ Lhn ⊖ {C · 1} = P
′
0 (Lhn) . (2.12)
Hence we may define a regularized inverse operator
(
1− hˆτˆn
)−1
: Lh′n → Lh
′
n. In
(2.10) P ′0 is the projection operator onto Lh
′
n, so this expression is well-defined.
Remark 2.2. The bracket constructed in [8, 17] corresponds to
rˆ00,n ≡
1
2
1 + hˆτˆn
1− hˆτˆn
P ′0. (2.13)
Proof. Denote by Vn ⊂ Lhn the space of matrices of the form:
Vn = {diag (0, ∗, . . . , ∗)} .
Lemma 2.3. Condition 2) above is equivalent to the following equation for rˆ0:
rˆ0
(
1− hˆτˆn
)
f =
1
2
(
1 + hˆτˆn
)
f + α˜ (f) , ∀f ∈ Vn, (2.14)
where α˜ is a linear operator in Lhn with Imα˜ ⊂ C · 1 ⊂ Lhn.
We omit the proof, since it is similar to the proof of proposition 5.1 below.
Let us define the following subspaces in Lhn:
U ′n = Lh
′
n ∩ Un;
ImVn =
(
1− hˆτˆn
)
Vn.
(2.15)
It is easy to see that
Lhn = Un ⊕ ImVn = C · 1⊕ U
′
n ⊕ ImVn. (2.16)
The following lemma finishes our arguments:
Lemma 2.4. Any skew-symmetric operator rˆ0 ∈ EndLhn satisfying (2.14) has
the form (2.10).
⊙ Put D = rˆ0− rˆ00,n. It is evident that rˆ
0
0,n satisfies (2.14) with α˜ = 0 (because
C · 1 ⊥ ImVn), hence D satisfies
α˜ (f) = D
(
1− hˆτˆn
)
f, ∀f ∈ Vn. (2.17)
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We put αˆ = α˜
(
1− hˆτˆn
)−1
and rewrite (2.17) as
(D − αˆ) f¯ = 0, ∀f¯ ∈ ImVn. (2.18)
The operator αˆ is defined only on the subspace ImVn ≈ (ImVn)
∗ , hence it can be
written in the form αˆ = 〈·, α〉 · 1 with some α ∈ ImVn = U
⊥
n .
Skew-symmetry of D implies that it has the following block form with respect
to the orthogonal decomposition Lhn = C · 1⊕ U
′
n ⊕ ImVn:
C · 1 U ′n ImVn
C · 1 0 β γ
U ′n −β
∗ a b
ImVn −γ
∗ −b∗ d
a = −a∗,
d = −d∗. (2.19)
The equation (2.18) implies γ = αˆ, b = d = 0. Put
∆ =
(
0 β
−β∗ a
)
∈ End (Un) ,
then D = ∆PUm + αˆ− αˆ
∗, as desired. 
Remark 2.3. It is easy to see that the term αˆ − αˆ∗ does not affect the value of
the reduced bracket.
Indeed, let us denote
Zϕˆ =
h−1∇ϕˆ−∇′ϕˆ, Z¯ϕˆ =
h−1∇ϕˆ+∇′ϕˆ. (2.20)
The bracket (2.6) may be written as{
ϕ̂, ψ̂
}
=
〈
Zϕ̂,
1
2
Z¯
ψ̂
− rˆZ
ψ̂
〉
. (2.21)
The formula (2.21) implies that the contribution pα of the term αˆ − αˆ
∗ into the
bracket is given by
pα =
〈
αˆ (Zϕˆ) , Zψˆ
〉
−
〈
αˆ
(
Zψˆ
)
, Zϕˆ
〉
= αˆ (Zϕˆ) Tr Zψˆ − αˆ
(
Zψˆ
)
Tr Zϕˆ = 0,
since Tr Zψˆ = Tr Zϕˆ = 0, due to invariance of the inner product.
Below we always put αˆ = 0.
Now we calculate the Un-block of the r-matrix rˆ
0
0,n. This auxiliary result will
be used in section 6 to compute the quotient bracket obtained via DS-reduction
from the algebra of complex size matrices.
Theorem 2.5. 〈
rˆ00,nf¯ , g¯
〉
=
〈
n
2
1 + hˆn
1− hˆn
P ′0f¯ , g¯
〉
, ∀f¯ , g¯ ∈ Un (2.22)
Proof. To calculate the l.h.s. we expand f¯ , g¯ with respect to the basis of
eigenfunctions of the operator hˆτˆn.
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Lemma 2.6. The eigenfunctions of the operator hˆτˆn are
Em,α = z
meα, m ∈ Z , α = 0, . . . , n− 1, (2.23)
where
eα = diag
(
1, ωα, . . . , ω(n−1)α
)
, ω = e
2pii
n . (2.24)
The corresponding eigenvalues ξm,α are equal to
ξm,α = q
mωα. (2.25)
The eigenfunctions satisfy
〈Em,α, El,β〉 = nδm,−l ·
{
1, α = −β modn,
0, in other cases,
(2.26)
and form a basis in Lhn.
We shall denote by
∑′
m,α the sum over all pairs (m,α) 6= (0, 0) , m ∈ Z,
α = 0, . . . , n− 1. Note that in the expansion of f¯ with respect to the eigenbasis
Em,α the E0,0-component is annihilated by P
′
0, hence〈
rˆ00,nf¯ , g¯
〉
=
∑′
m,α
1
n
1 + qmωα
1− qmωα
〈
f¯ , E−m,n−α
〉
〈g¯, Em,α〉 . (2.27)
Any element of Un has the form f¯ = diag
(
f (z) , f (q−1z) , . . . , f
(
q−(n−1)z
))
; we
denote by fm the coefficient of the formal Laurent expansion of f (z) correspond-
ing to zm: f (z) =
N(f)∑
m=−∞
fmz
m. It is easy to see that
〈
f¯ , E−m,n−α
〉
= fm
n−1∑
i=0
(qmωα)−i = fm
1− q−mnω−αn
1− q−mω−α
= fm
1− q−mn
1− q−mω−α
.
(2.28)
Substituting (2.28) and a similar expression for 〈g¯, Em,α〉 into (2.27) we find:〈
rˆ00,nf¯ , g¯
〉
=
1
2
∑′
m,α
fmg−m (1− q
mn)2 q−mn
1
n
1 + qmωα
(1− qmωα)3
qmωα.
(2.29)
In the sum above the terms corresponding to m = 0 vanish due to the multiplier
1− qmn.
Lemma 2.7.
S0 ≡
n−1∑
α=0
1
n
1 + qmωα
(1− qmωα)3
qmωα = n2qmn
1 + qmn
(1− qmn)3
, m 6= 0.
(2.30)
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⊙ Note that
z
1 + z
(1− z)3
=
∞∑
k=1
k2zk, |z| < 1,
hence
S0 =
∞∑
k=1
qmkk2
1
n
n−1∑
α=0
ωαk.
But
1
n
n−1∑
α=0
ωαk =
{
0, k 6= jn, j ∈ Z,
1, k = jn,
therefore
S0 =
∞∑
j=1
qmnj (nj)2 = n2qmn
1 + qmn
(1− qmn)3
. 
Using the lemma we find from (2.29):
〈
rˆ00,nf¯ , g¯
〉
=
n2
2
∑
m6=0
fmg−m
1 + qmn
1− qmn
=
n2
2
〈[
1 + hˆn
1− hˆn
(1−Res)
]
f, g
〉
C
=
〈
n
2
1 + hˆn
1− hˆn
P ′0f¯ , g¯
〉
Lhn
,
as desired. 
2.2. Explicit formula for the quotient bracket. As mentioned above, the
quotient Yn/LN+ (n) can be identified with the space Mn of scalar q-difference
operators of n-th order. To describe the quotient bracket we shall consider Mn
as an affine subspace in the algebra ΨDq of q-pseudodifference symbols. By
definition, ΨDq consists of formal series of the form
A =
N(A)∑
i=−∞
ai (z)D
i, ai ∈ C
((
z−1
))
(2.31)
with the commutation relation
D · a = ha ·D. (2.32)
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As a linear space, ΨDq is a direct sum of three subalgebras,
J+ =
A ∈ ΨDq| A =
N(A)∑
i=1
ai (z)D
i, ai ∈ C
((
z−1
)) ,
(2.33)
J0 = C
((
z−1
))
⊂ ΨDq, (2.34)
J− =
{
A ∈ ΨDq| A =
∞∑
i=1
ai (z)D
−i, ai ∈ C
((
z−1
))}
. (2.35)
Clearly, J0 normalizes J± and hence J(±) = J± + J0 is also a subalgebra. Let
P±, P0 be the associated projection operators which project ΨDq onto J±, J0,
respectively, parallel to the complement. Put P(±) = P± + P0. For A ∈ ΨDq set
A± = P±A, A(±) = P(±)A.
We define the residue of a q-pseudodifference operator A by
ResA = A0 = P0A.
It is easy to see that the formal trace defined by
Tr A =
∫
ResAdz/z (2.36)
satisfies the natural condition
Tr AB = Tr BA, A,B ∈ ΨDq.
We introduce an inner product in ΨDq by
〈A,B〉 = Tr AB, A,B ∈ ΨDq. (2.37)
Clearly, this inner product is invariant and non-degenerate and the subalgebras
J± are isotropic; moreover, it sets J+ and J− into duality, while J0 ≃ J
∗
0 .
We shall now define a class of Poisson brackets on ΨDq. The natural algebra
of observables Fun (ΨDq) in the present case is generated by ’elementary’ func-
tionals which assign to a pseudodifference operator A the formal integrals of its
coefficients,
ζji (A) = Tr
(
z−jAD−i
)
.
As compared to the case of differential operators, the definition of a quadratic
Poisson bracket in the difference case is not quite straightforward; the point is
that the ’naive’ bracket defined by analogy with the differential case is not com-
patible with the natural normalization condition for difference operators (highest
coefficient is set to one); an easy scrutiny shows that the source of the trouble
lies in the J0-component in the expansion
ΨDq = J++˙J0+˙J−.
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To avoid this difficulty we are bound to consider a more general class of quadratic
Poisson bracket which mix together both left and right gradients of functions1.
(Recall that in the Gelfand-Dickey case left and right gradients are coupled only
to the gradients of the same chirality.)
For a smooth functional ϕ let us write
Dϕ =
(
∇ϕ
∇′ϕ
)
.
Let us consider quadratic Poisson brackets on ΨDq of the following form:
{ϕ, ψ} =
〈〈(
R + aP0 bP0
cP0 R + dP0
)
Dϕ,Dψ
〉〉
, (2.38)
where R = 1
2
(P+ − P−) and a, b, c, d are linear operators acting in J0 satisfying
a = −a∗, d = −d∗, c∗ = b.
In other words, the bracket (2.38) differs from the naive Gelfand-Dickey bracket
by a ’perturbation term’ which is acting only on the J0-components of the gra-
dients. This bracket satisfies the Jacobi identity for any choice of a, b, c, d. Note
that different a, b, c, d may give rise to the same bracket. More precisely, we have
the following
Lemma 2.8. Let f, g, h, k be linear operators in J0 with images in the subspace
of constants C · 1 ⊂ J0. The r-matrices R and R
′ = R+Θ where
Θ =
(
h− k∗ f + k∗
h+ g∗ −g∗ + f
)
,
define the same Poisson bracket.
Up to this ambiguity, the unique choice of the coefficients a, b, c, d is assured
by the condition that the set Mn of difference operators with normalized highest
coefficient is a Poisson submanifold with respect to the Poisson structure (2.38)
and that, moreover, formal spectral invariants of difference operators give rise
to Lax equations of standard commutator form. More precisely, we have the
following theorem (see [14]):
Theorem 2.9. There exists a unique Poisson bracket of the form (2.38) on ΨDq
such that
1) the affine subspace Mn is a Poisson submanifold;
2) Formal spectral invariants Hm =
n
m
Tr L
m
n , m ∈ N,are in involution.
1This class of Poisson brackets naturally arises in the theory of Poisson Lie groups, cf. [16],
[5], [12].
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This bracket is given by 2
{ϕ, ψ}0n =
〈〈 R + (12 1+hˆn1−hˆn)P ′0 −( hˆn1−hˆn)P ′0(
1
1−hˆn
)
P ′0 R−
(
1
2
1+hˆn
1−hˆn
)
P ′0
Dϕ,Dψ〉〉 .
(2.39)
Remark 2.4. It is easy to see that the involutivity condition (2) is equivalent to
the following simple constraint:
a+ b = c+ d. (2.40)
The quotient bracket on the set of q-difference operators which is obtained via
the q-DS reduction differs from the above formula by an additional term which
reflects the remaining freedom in the choice of the classical r-matrix on Lgln
which is compatible with the reduction; namely:
Theorem 2.10. Let
rˆ0∆,n =
1
2
1 + hˆτˆn
1− hˆτˆn
P ′0 + n∆PUn . (2.41)
where PUn is the orthogonal projection operator onto Un and ∆ is a skew sym-
metric operator in Un commuting with hˆ. Let rˆ∆,n =
1
2
(P+ −P−) + rˆ
0
∆,nP0.
The Poisson bracket {·, ·}∆,n on Lgln defined by{
ϕˆ, ψˆ
}
∆,n
=
〈〈(
rˆ∆,n −hˆ (rˆ∆,n)+
(rˆ∆,n)− hˆ
−1 −rˆ∆,n
)(
∇ϕˆ
∇′ϕˆ
)
,
(
∇ψˆ
∇′ψˆ
)〉〉
(2.42)
gives rise via DS-reduction to the following bracket on Mn:
{ϕ, ψ}∆n =
〈〈 R + (12 1+hˆn1−hˆn +∆)P ′0 −( 11−hˆn +∆) hˆnP ′0(
hˆn
1−hˆn
+∆
)
hˆ−nP ′0 R−
(
1
2
1+hˆn
1−hˆn
+∆
)
P ′0
Dϕ,Dψ〉〉 ;
(2.43)
(here we have identified EndUn and EndC((z
−1)). )
The remaining ambiguity in the choice of r-matrix may be removed if we impose
the involutivity condition.
Theorem 2.11. The only one of brackets {·, ·}∆,n which gives rise to a Poisson
bracket on Mn satisfying the involutivity condition (2.40) is {·, ·}0,n .
Proof. In the class of the brackets (2.43) only the bracket {·, ·}0n satisfies this
condition. Indeed, (2.40) implies that ∆
(
2− hˆn − hˆ−n
)
= 0 but the operator
2− hˆn − hˆ−n is invertible.
2For difference Lax equations on the lattice Poisson bracket 2.39 was also introduced in [13].
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Proof of theorem 2.10. For ∆ = 0 this theorem has been proved in [14], hence
we need to calculate only the contribution of the term n∆PUn . Let ϕ be a smooth
functional on Mn, ϕˆ the corresponding LN+ (n)-invariant functional on Lgln. To
fix their gradients we shall assume that
dϕ =
n−1∑
i=0
fiD
−i, fi ∈ C((z
−1)), (2.44)
and dϕˆ ∈ Lb− (n) . For L ∈ Mn let us denote by L ∈ Lgln the corresponding
companion matrix.
Let us denote by J∆
(
ϕˆ, ψˆ
)
the contribution of n∆PUn to the bracket (2.42).
From (2.21) it follows that
J∆
(
ϕˆ, ψˆ
)
=
〈
n∆PUnZ
0
ϕˆ, Z
0
ψˆ
〉
, (2.45)
where Z0ϕˆ ≡ P0Zϕˆ, Z
0
ψˆ
≡ P0Zψˆ.
Lemma 2.12. We have
Z0ϕˆ (L) = diag
(
h−1P0∇ϕ (L) , 0, . . . , 0,−P0∇
′ϕ (L)
)
. (2.46)
Lemma 2.13. The projection operator PUn is given by
PUn · diag (F0 (z) , . . . Fn−1 (z)) = diag
(
f0 (z) , f0
(
q−1z
)
, . . . , f0
(
q−(n−1)z
))
,
(2.47)
where
f0 (z) =
1
n
n−1∑
i=0
Fi
(
qiz
)
. (2.48)
Using these lemmas we find
PUnZ
0
ϕˆ =
1
n
(
h−1P0∇ϕ−
hn−1P0∇
′ϕ
)
.
Substituting this into (2.45) and taking into account the invariance of the inner
product we obtain
J∆
(
ϕˆ, ψˆ
)
=
〈〈(
∆P0 −∆hˆ
nP0
∆hˆ−nP0 −∆P0
)
Dϕ,Dψ
〉〉
. (2.49)
But ∆ is skew-symmetric, hence it annihilates the one-dimensional subspace C ·
1 ⊂ C ((z−1)) and we may replace P0 by P
′
0 in (2.49). 
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3. Algebras glλq of complex size matrices and their loop algebras.
In this section we construct an algebra glq consisting of gl∞-matrices whose
matrix elements are holomorphic functions of special form. Then we define a
trace functional on glq with values in the space Hol (C) of holomorphic functions;
it satisfies the natural condition Tr AB = Tr BA.
For any fixed λ ∈ C the algebra glλq ⊂ gl∞ is the image of glq under the
evaluation map A 7→ A (λ) . The functional Tr on glq induces a C-valued trace
on glλq . This construction is a q-difference counterpart of the one described in [11];
in particular, glq and gl
λ
q are some extensions of the algebras gl, glλ considered
there. At the end of this section we shall describe the loop algebras Lglq, Lgl
λ
q .
3.1. A0-functions. We shall describe a class A0 ⊂ Hol (C) of holomorphic func-
tions we shall deal with throughout this article.
By definition, A0 is the algebra of functions of complex variable w generated
by w, qw, q−w, where qw ≡ exp (w ln q) . The elements of A0 will be called A0-
functions. Evidently, the set of elements ζm,n = w
mqnw, m ∈ Z+, n ∈ Z, is a
linear basis of A0, i.e. any A0-function f can be decomposed into a finite sum
with respect to this basis:
f (w) =
∑
m+|n|≤N(f)
fm,nζm,n, fm,n ∈ C. (3.1)
The minimal possible value of N(f) in the sum (3.1) is called the degree of f
and will be denoted by deg f. Note also that the set of subspaces Cζm,n defines a
Z+ × Z-grading on A0.
A0-functions satisfy two important properties which will be widely used below.
The first one called interpolation property allows to reconstruct an A0-functions
from its values at sufficiently large integer points:
Proposition 3.1. Let f ∈ A0 and f (n) = 0 for all sufficiently large integer n,
then f (w) ≡ 0.
Hence if some relation for A0-functions holds for sufficiently large integer values
of w, it holds also for all w ∈ C.
The second property is given by
Proposition 3.2. For any A0-function f and any l ∈ Z there exists a unique A0-
function F˜ which interpolates the sum F (n) =
n−1∑
i=0
f (i) qil, i.e., F˜ (n) = F (n) ,
n ∈ N.
It will play the key role in the definition of trace as well as in the proof of the
cross-section theorem, see below.
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We say that a function f(w, t) is an A0-function of two complex variables w, t
if it can be written as a finite sum
f(w, t) =
N(f)∑
i=1
f
(1)
i (w) · f
(2)
i (t) , f
(1)
i , f
(2)
i ∈ A0.
In other words, the space of A0-function of two variables is the algebraic tensor
product A0 ⊗A0.
Proposition 3.3. Let f(w, t) be an A0-function of variable w for any fixed t
and a A0-function of variable t for any fixed w, then it is an A0-function of two
variables.
3.2. Algebras glq, gl
λ
q and trace functional. Let a be an associative algebra.
We define gl∞ (a) as the algebra of semi-infinite matrices A = {Ai,j ∈ a}i,j=0,1,...,
such that Ai,j = 0 if i− j > N (A) . For gl∞ (C) we write simply gl∞. Note that
if a is infinite dimensional, the algebra gl∞ (a) is wider than the algebraic tensor
product gl∞ ⊗ a.
Definition 3.1. The algebra glq ⊂ gl∞ (A0) consists of gl∞-matrices A (t) =
{Ai,j (t)} with coefficients in A0 satisfying the following conditions:
There exists an integer N (A) such that
1. Ai,i+n (t) = 0 if n < −N (A) ;
2. for any fixed n ≥ −N (A) and any i > N (A) Ai,i+n (t) considered as
a function of variables i, t can be interpolated by an A0-function of two
variables;
3. For all integer m > N (A) and N (A) < i < m, j ≥ m we have Ai,j (m) = 0.
The minimal possible value of N(A) is called the regularity degree of A and
will be denoted by regA
In other words, condition 2 means that
i) for any fixed t Ai,i+n (t) considered as a function of i can be interpolated by
an A0-function;
ii) the degree of Ai,i+n (t) considered as anA′-function of t is uniformly bounded
for all i.
Condition 3 means that the matrix A (m) ⊂ gl∞ has the form:
A (m) =

a ∈ glm b
∗ ∗
 ,
where the number of non-zero rows in the right upper block b does not exceed
regA and hence is uniformly bounded for all m.
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We define the following Z-grading on glq: the set of elements of level n consists
of matrices with only n-th non-zero diagonal, i.e. Ai,i+k (t) = 0 if k 6= n. We will
denote by A(n) the Sn-component of a matrix A ∈ glq.
For any matrix A ∈ Sn we can assign a A0-function of two variables. By
definition of glq, there exists an A0-function f (w, t) which interpolates Ai,i+n (t)
for all sufficiently large i:
Ai,i+n (t) = f (i, t) , ∀i > N (A) , ∀t ∈ C.
We will denote it by A (w, t) .
So, for A ∈ glq its n-th diagonal A
(n) ∈ Sn and A
(n) (w, t) is the corresponding
A0-function. For positive integer n these functions satisfy the following important
property which ensures the invariance of the trace functional on glq:
Proposition 3.4. For any A ∈ glq, n ∈ N, we have:
A(n) (w,w + l) = 0, ∀l = 1, . . . , n, ∀w ∈ C. (3.2)
Proof. By definition of glq, Ai,i+n (m) = 0 if m > N (A) , N (A) < i < m, and
i + n ≥ m, or, equivalently, if i = m − l, ∀l = 1, . . . , n. But for any i > N (A)
Ai,i+n (m) coincides with its interpolatingA0-function. Hence A
(n) (m− l, m) = 0
for any integerm > N (A)+l, and therefore by proposition 3.1 A(n) (w − l, w) = 0
for ∀w ∈ C, which is equivalent to (3.2). 
Now we shall define the trace functional on glq. This construction is parallel to
the one described by Khesin and Malikov in [11] and goes back to J.Bernstein.
Let us consider the sum
FA (n, t) =
n−1∑
i=0
Ai,i (t) . (3.3)
By proposition 3.2, there exists a unique A0-function of two variables which
coincides with FA (n, t) for any sufficiently large integer n. We will denote it by
DA (w, t) . By definition,
(Tr A) (t) = DA (t, t) ∈ A0. (3.4)
Proposition 3.5.
Tr AB = Tr BA.
Proof. It is evident that Tr is consistent with the grading, i.e. for any elements
A ∈ Si, B ∈ Sj the trace of their product vanishes unless i + j = 0. Hence it
is sufficient to consider the case of A ∈ Sk, B ∈ S−k, k ∈ N. For all sufficiently
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large n ∈ N we have
DAB (n, t)− DBA (n, t) = FAB (n, t)− FAB (n, t) =
n−1∑
i=n−k
A(i, t)B(i+ k, t)
=
k∑
j=1
A(n− j, t)B(n− j + k, t).
All terms of this expression are A0-functions of variable n, therefore, by the
interpolation property, it holds for all complex values of n; in particular, for
n = t we obtain
Tr AB − Tr BA ≡ DAB (t, t)− DBA (t, t) =
k∑
j=1
A(t− j, t)B(t− j + k, t).
But A(t− j, t) = 0 for j = 1, . . . , k, by proposition 3.4. 
We use the following notation: b+(b−) ⊂ glq is the subalgebra of upper (lower)
triangular matrices, n+(n−) are the corresponding subalgebras of strictly trian-
gular matrices and h is the subalgebra of diagonal matrices. The set N+ ⊂ glq
of matrices of the form T = 1 + S, S ∈ n+, is an infinite-dimensional Lie group
with Lie algebra n+.
Let us fix λ ∈ C and consider the evaluation map:
iλ : gl∞ (A0)→ gl∞, A 7→ A(λ). (3.5)
We shall use the following notation: for a subset K of glq we denote by K
λ its
image under the evaluation map (3.5).
Our main object, the algebra glλq ⊂ gl∞ is the image of the whole glq.We define
also its subalgebras bλ±, n
λ
±, h
λ and the group Nλ+.
The algebra glλq is Z-graded with respect to the set of its subspaces S
λ
n , n ∈ Z.
For any n ∈ N gln is naturally embedded into gl
λ
q as its left upper block:(
gln 0
0 0
)
. (3.6)
For a matrix A ∈ glλq we denote this upper block by A|n.
The A0-valued trace functional on glq induces the ordinary C-valued trace on
glλq : we must put t = λ in (3.4); it will be denoted by the same symbol. The
restriction of Tr to gln ⊂ gl
λ
q coincides with the standard matrix trace. The
corresponding invariant inner product on glλq is non-degenerate: indeed, a matrix
which is orthogonal to the all gln, n ∈ N, is zero.
3.3. Loop algebras Lglq, Lgl
λ
q . Due to infinite dimension of glq, gl
λ
q , an accurate
definition of its loop algebras requires some work. The definitions below have the
aim to ensure
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(1) the existence of a generalized trace functional and of the corresponding
invariant inner product on Lglq, Lgl
λ
q ;
(2) the possibility to generalize the cross-section theorem 2.1 to the cases of
Lglq, Lgl
λ
q .
Let a be an associative algebra; we shall denote by a ((z−1)) the space of
formal Laurent series with coefficients in a. For A ∈ a ((z−1)) we denote by A[m]
its Laurent coefficient corresponding to zm.
Let us consider the algebra gl∞ (A0((z
−1))) , i.e. the algebra of gl∞-matrices
A whose matrix coefficients Aij(t, z) are formal Laurent series in z with co-
efficients in A0. For any m ∈ Z Laurent coefficients A
[m]
ij (t) form a matrix
A[m] = {A
[m]
ij (t)} ∈ gl∞ (A0) . Note that in general A
[m] 6= 0 for all m ∈ Z,
however, for any fixed i, j there exists an integer N˜(A, i, j) such that A
[m]
ij (t) = 0
if m > N˜(A, i, j).
Definition 3.2. Loop algebra Lglq consists of matrices A ∈ gl∞ (A0((z
−1))) sat-
isfying the following conditions:
(1) for any m ∈ Z A[m] ∈ glq;
(2) there exists an integer N (A) such that regA[m] ≤ N (A) ;
(3) for any n ∈ Z there exists an integer N˜ (A, n) such that A
[m]
i,i+n(t) = 0 if
m > N˜(A, n).
The notion of regularity degree can be naturally generalized to the case of the
loop algebra Lglq, i.e., the regularity degree regA of a matrix A ∈ Lglq is the
minimal possible value of N (A) .
We define the A0((z
−1))-valued trace functional on Lglq by the same formula
as above. In a similar way we may prove that the trace satisfies Tr AB = Tr BA.
The diagonal grading {Si} , the evaluation map (3.5), the definitions of subal-
gebras bλ±, n
λ
±, h
λ and the group Nλ+ have their natural counterparts in the case
of Lglq. For a subset K ⊂ glq
(
Kλ ⊂ glλq
)
we shall denote by LK
(
LKλ
)
the
corresponding subset in Lglq
(
Lglλq
)
.
4. Gauge orbits of the upper triangular group and the
cross-section theorem.
In this section we define the gauge action of the upper triangular group and de-
scribe a cross-section of this action. We consider the case of glq, the corresponding
assertion for glλq may be obtained by application of the evaluation map.
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Let us denote by Yq ⊂ Lglq the affine subspace of matrices of the form L =
Λ + A, where A ∈ Lb+ and
Λ =

0 0 0 . . .
1 0 0 . . .
0 1 0 . . .
...
...
. . . . . .
 . (4.1)
We define the gauge action of LN+ by
L 7→ hT · L · T−1, T ∈ LN+. (4.2)
Evidently, the space Yq is preserved by this action.
Theorem 4.1.
1. The gauge action of LN+ on Yq is free.
2. The set of companion matrices, i.e. matrices of the form
L˜ =

u1 (t, z) u2 (t, z) u3 (t, z) . . .
1 0 0 . . .
0 1 0 . . .
...
...
. . . . . .
 , ui (t, z) ∈ A0((z−1)),
(4.3)
is a cross-section of this action.
Proof. Let T ∈ LN+ be an element which converts L ∈ Yq into a companion
matrix L˜. The statements of the theorem mean that the equation
hT · L = L˜T (4.4)
has a unique solution. Let us write T,L, L˜ in the form:
L = Λ +
∑
i≥0
L(i), L˜ = Λ+
∑
i≥0
L˜(i), T = 1 +
∑
j>0
T (j),
where the superscripts (i) denote as above the i-th diagonal component of the cor-
responding matrices. Substituting this into (4.4) we obtain the following infinite
sequence of equations:
hT (1)Λ− ΛT (1) = −L(0) + L˜(0),
hT (i)Λ− ΛT (i) = −L(i−1) + L˜(i−1) +
i−1∑
j=1
(
L˜(i−j−1)T (j) −h T (j)L(i−j−1)
)
, i ≥ 2.
(4.5)
The i-th equation in this sequence is an equation for T (i) and ui. We must prove
that:
1) for all i ∈ N the corresponding equation has an unique solution T (i) ∈ LSi,
ui ∈ A0((z
−1));
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2) there exists an integer N (T ) such that regT (i) ≤ N(T ) for all i ∈ N.
The last condition allows to combine all T (i) into a single matrix T ∈ LN+, the
regularity degree of T being equal or less than N (T ) . We shall prove not only
that N (T ) exists, but also that we may put N (T ) = regL.
We shall prove assertion 1), 2) inductively.
Let us rewrite the first equation of (4.5) as follows:{
T0,1 (t, qz) = −L0,0 (t, z) + u1 (t, z) ,
Tn,n+1 (t, qz)− Tn−1,n (t, z) = −Ln,n (t, z) , n ≥ 1.
(4.6)
The base of induction is the following
Lemma 4.2.
1) The equation (4.6) has a unique solution T (1) ∈ LS1, u1 ∈ A0((z
−1)).
2) regT (1) ≤ regL.
⊙ From (4.6) it follows that
Tn,n+1 (t, z) = −
n∑
i=0
Li,i
(
t, qi−n−1z
)
+ u1
(
t, q−n−1z
)
. (4.7)
T (1) ∈ LS1 implies that there exists a A0-function T
(1) (w, t, z) which interpo-
lates Tn,n+1 (t, z) for sufficiently large integer n > N1:
Tn,n+1 (t, z) = T
(1) (n, t, z) . (4.8)
By proposition 3.4,
T (1) (n, n+ 1, z) = 0. (4.9)
Substituting (4.8) and (4.9) into (4.7) we find
u1 (n+ 1, z) =
n∑
i=0
Li,i
(
n+ 1, qiz
)
, ∀n > N1. (4.10)
There exists a unique function u1 ∈ A0 ((z
−1)) satisfying (4.10). Indeed, de-
veloping (4.10) in powers of z we obtain the following relation for the coefficients
um1 (t) ∈ A0:
zm : um1 (n+ 1) =
n∑
i=0
Lmi,i (n+ 1) · q
im, ∀n > N1. (4.11)
By definition of regularity degree, for i ≥ regL all coefficients Lmi,i (t) can be
interpolated by A0-functions of two variables i, t. Therefore, by proposition 3.2,
the whole sum in the r.h.s. of (4.11) also may be interpolated by a (unique)
A0-function for ∀n > regL, and we may put N1 = regL.
Once u1 is known, T
(1) is uniquely defined by the equation (4.7) ; we can verify
in the same way as above that regT (1) ≤ regL. 
Assume now that the first l equations in (4.5) have unique solutions T (i) ∈ LSi,
ui ∈ A0 ((z
−1)) , i = 1, . . . , l, and that regT (i) ≤ regL.
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The (l + 1)-th equation has the form:
Tn,n+l+1 (t, qz)− Tn−1,n+l (t, z) = δn0ul+1 − F
(l)
n,n+l (t, z) , (4.12)
where δ is the Kronecker symbol and F (l) ∈ LSl is defined by
F (l) = L(l) −
l∑
j=1
(
L˜(l−j)T (j) −h T (j)L(l−j)
)
.
It is easy to see that regF (l) ≤ regL.
The condition T (l+1) ∈ LSl+1 imposes l + 1 restrictions on T
(l+1):
T (l+1) (n, n+ k, z) = 0, k = 1, . . . l + 1. (4.13)
In the same way as above the equation (4.13), corresponding to k = l+1, uniquely
defines the coefficient ul+1:
ul+1 (n+ l + 1, z) =
n∑
i=0
F
(l)
i,i+l
(
n+ l + 1, qiz
)
, ∀n > regL.
(4.14)
Then we find T (l+1) from
Tn,n+l+1 (t, z) = −
n∑
i=0
F
(l)
i,i+l
(
t, qi−n−1z
)
+ ul+1
(
t, q−n−1z
)
.
(4.15)
regF (l) ≤ regL implies that Tn,n+l+1 can be interpolated by a A0-function for
n > regL.
It remains to verify that the conditions (4.13) for 1 ≤ k ≤ l are also satisfied.
Fix some k. Note that T (l+1) (n, n + l + 1, z) = 0 for any n > regL, therefore,
from (4.12) we find:
T (l+1)
(
n + l + 1− k, n+ l + 1, ql+1−kz
)
= −
l+1−k∑
i=1
F (l)
(
n+ i, n+ l + 1, qi−1z
)
.
All terms in the r.h.s. are zero; indeed, by construction, F (l) ∈ LSl and hence
F (l)(w,w + j, z) = 0 for all w ∈ C and for all j satisfying 1 ≤ j ≤ l. Put w =
n+i, j+ l+1−i; clearly, j lies in the prescribed range. So, T (l+1) (n, n + k, z) = 0
for any n > regL+ l+1. The interpolation property gives T (l+1) (w,w + k, z) = 0
for any w ∈ C. But Tn,n+l+1 (w, z) = T
(l+1) (n, w, z) , for all n > regL, w ∈ C and
hence Tn,n+l+1 (n+ k, z) = 0 for any n > regL, as desired. 
5. The choice of r-matrix.
Let us fix λ ∈ C. Like in the finite-dimensional case in order to define the
generalized DS-reduction we need to find a Poisson bracket on Lglλq satisfying
the following conditions:
1) the gauge action of LNλ+ is admissible;
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2) the Poisson bracket of any LNλ+ -invariant function ψ̂, ψ̂|Yλq = const, with
arbitrary LNλ+-invariant function vanishes on Y
λ
q .
We shall use the notation similar to the one of the section 2: P+,P−,P0 are the
projection operators onto Lnλ+, Ln
λ
−, Lh
λ, respectively; r = 1
2
(P+ − P−) + r0P0,
r0 ∈ End
(
Lhλ
)
; r± = r ±
1
2
. The invariant product on Lglλq is defined by
〈A (z) , B (z)〉 =
∫
dz
z
Tr A (z)B (z) .
As in the finite-dimensional case (see [15] and the discussion in section 2), it may
be shown that the Poisson bracket of the form{
ϕ̂, ψ̂
}
=
〈〈(
r −hˆr+
hˆ−1r− −r
)(
∇ϕ̂
∇′ϕ̂
)
,
(
∇ψ̂
∇′ψ̂
)〉〉
(5.1)
is invariant with respect to the gauge action, and that, moreover, the gauge action
of LNλ+ is admissible. We put Zϕ̂ =
hˆ−1∇ϕ̂−∇′ϕ̂, Z¯ϕ̂ =
hˆ−1∇ϕ̂+∇′ϕ̂ and rewrite
(5.1) as follows: {
ϕ̂, ψ̂
}
=
〈
Zϕ̂,
1
2
Z¯
ψ̂
− rZ
ψ̂
〉
. (5.2)
Let us define sˆ ∈ EndLhλ by
sˆdiag (f0, f1, . . . ) = diag (f1, f2, . . . ) . (5.3)
Proposition 5.1. Condition 2) above is equivalent to the following relation for
r0:
r0
(
1− hˆ sˆ
)
f = 1
2
(
1 + hˆ sˆ
)
f + α (f) , ∀f ∈ Λ
(
LSλ1
)
, (5.4)
where α (·) : hλ → C · 1 ⊂ hλ is a linear operator.
Proof. Let ϕ̂, ψ̂ be LNλ+ -invariant functions, ψ̂|Yλq = const; it is easy to see
that Zϕ̂, Zψ̂ ∈ Lb
λ
+ and for any L ∈ Y
λ
q the gradient dψ̂ (L) ∈ Ln
λ
+, which implies
that ∇ϕ̂,∇′ϕ̂, Z¯
ψ̂
∈ Lbλ+ on Y
λ
q . Taking into account that Ln
λ
+ is isotropic and(
Lhλ
)∗
≃ Lhλ, we obtain{
ϕ̂, ψ̂
}
(L) =
〈
Z0ϕ̂,
1
2
Z¯0
ψ̂
− r0Z
0
ψ̂
〉
, L ∈ Yλq ,
where Z0ϕ̂ = P0Zϕ̂. But
{
ϕ̂, ψ̂
}
= 0 on Yλq , hence
1
2
Z¯0
ψ̂
− r0Z
0
ψ̂
is orthogonal to all
Z0ϕ̂.
Lemma 5.2. For any f ∈ Lhλ with
∫
dz
z
Tr f = 0 there exists an LNλ+-invariant
function ϕ̂ and L ∈ Yλq such that Z
0
ϕ̂ = f.
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This lemma implies that
r0Z
0
ψ̂
= 1
2
Z¯0
ψ̂
+ α˜
(
dψ̂
)
, (5.5)
where α˜ (·) : Lglλq → C · 1 ⊂ Lh
λ is some linear operator.
Then, it is easy to see that only LSλ1 -component of dψ̂ gives contribution in
Z¯0
ψ̂
, Z0
ψ̂
:
Z0
ψ̂
=
(
1− hˆ sˆ
)
Λdψ̂(1),
Z¯0
ψ̂
=
(
1 + hˆ sˆ
)
Λdψ̂(1).
(5.6)
Also it is evident that
α˜
(
dψ̂
)
= α
(
Λdψ̂(1)
)
, (5.7)
where α (·) is a linear operator in Lhλ with Imα ⊂ C ·1 ⊂ Lhλ. Substituting (5.6)
and (5.7) into (5.5) we obtain (5.4).
Remark 5.1. Proposition 5.1 shows the following important difference between
the glλq -case and the finite-dimensional cases considered in [8, 17, 14].
In the gln-case the diagonal component rˆ
0 of the r-matrix is given (up to a
skew-symmetric operator in Un) by the Cayley transformation of hˆτn, where τn
acts in the subspace of diagonal matrices by cyclic permutation of matrix elements
(see (2.10)). Obviously, it is impossible to define an analog of τn in the gl
λ
q -case.
It is replaced now by the shift operator sˆ, whose properties are quite different.
This causes some difficulties. As we shall see below, the operator A ≡ 1 − hˆ sˆ is
not invertible, its kernel is isomorphic to C ((z−1)). However, ImA = Lhλ (this
is possible only in the infinite-dimensional case), so we can define a regularized
operator A−1 and find a r-matrix satisfying (5.4).
We shall now study the properties of A. We define the following subspaces in
Lhλ :
V λ =
{
f ∈ Lhλ : f = diag (0, ∗, . . . )
}
;
Hλ1 =
{
f ∈ Lhλ : f (λ) = 0
}
;
V λ1 = V
λ ∩Hλ1 ;
ImV λ1 =
(
1− hˆ sˆ
)
V λ1 ;
U = Ker
(
1− hˆ sˆ
)
.
(5.8)
Below we assume that λ 6= 0.
Proposition 5.3.
1. U = {diag (F0 (z) , F0 (q
−1z) , . . . ) , F0 (z) ∈ C ((z
−1))} .
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2. The restriction of the operator A to V λ
A|V λ : V
λ → Lhλ
is a bijection. We shall denote A−1 ≡
[
A|V λ
]−1
; it is given by
(
A−1F
)
n
(z) = −
n−1∑
i=0
Fi
(
qi−nz
)
, ∀F = diag (F0 (z) , F1 (z) , . . . ) , n ∈ N.
(5.9)
3. V λ = V λ1 ∔ A
−1U.
4. With respect to the invariant inner product Lhλ is the orthogonal sum
Lhλ = ImV λ1 ⊕ U ; (5.10)
the projection operator on U is given by
(PUF )0 (z) = −
1
λ
(
A−1F
) (
λ, qλz
)
, (5.11)
(obviously, an element of U is uniquely defined by its 0-th component).
Proof. Assertions 1, 2 are evident, they result directly from the definition of A.
To prove 3 suppose that there exists f ∈ V λ1 ∩ A
−1U. Put f = A−1F ; obviously,
F ∈ U. Assertion 1 and (5.9) imply that (A−1F )n (z) = −nF0 (q
−nz) and hence(
A−1F
)
(λ, z) = −λF0
(
q−λz
)
. (5.12)
But (A−1F ) ≡ f (λ, z) = 0, since f ∈ V λ1 , hence F0 = 0, and f = 0. So, the
sum V λ1 ∔ A
−1U is direct. Let us prove that V λ ⊂ V λ1 ∔ A
−1U (the inclusion
⊃ is evident). For f ∈ V λ we choose F ∈ U defined by its component F0 (z) =
− 1
λ
f
(
λ, qλz
)
. The (5.12) implies that (f −A−1F ) (λ, z) = 0, i.e. f−A−1F ∈ V λ1
as desired.
Assertions 2 and 3 imply that the sum (5.10) is direct, formula (5.11) follows
directly from (5.12). It remains to verify that ImV λ1 ⊥U. Recall the definition
of Tr on Lhλ: Tr f (z) = Df (λ, z) , where Df (λ, z) is an A0-function uniquely
defined by Df (n, z) =
∑n−1
i=0 fi (z) . Let f ∈ V
λ
1 , g ∈ U. We have
〈Af, g〉 =
〈(
1− hˆ sˆ
)
f, g
〉
=
∫
dz
z
[
Tr fg − Tr
(
sˆf · h
−1
g
)]
=
∫
dz
z
[
Dfg − Dsˆf · h−1g
]
(λ, z) .
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But[
Dfg − Dsˆf · h−1g
]
(n, z) =
n−1∑
i=0
[
fi (z) gi (z)− fi+1 (z) gi
(
q−1z
)]
=
n−1∑
i=0
fi (z)
[
gi (z)− gi−1
(
q−1z
)]
(because f0 = 0)
=
n−1∑
i=0
fi (z)
[
g0
(
q−iz
)
− g0
(
q−(i−1)q−1z
)]
= 0
as desired. 
Remark 5.2. As above (see remark 2.3), it can be proved that the terms con-
taining α do not affect the corresponding Poisson bracket. Below we put α = 0.
Taking this into account, we have the following
Theorem 5.4. A Poisson bracket on Lglλq of the form (5.1) admits the gener-
alized DS-reduction if and only if the corresponding r-matrix r0 is chosen in the
form
r0 = −
1
2
+ A−1 +
(
B¯ + λ
2
)
PU , (5.13)
where B¯ is a skew-symmetric linear operator in U.
Remark 5.3. The subspace U can be naturally identified with C ((z−1)) (by tak-
ing the 0-th component F0 (z) of F ∈ U). Hence we may consider the operator B¯
as a skew-symmetric linear operator in C ((z−1)) .
Proof of theorem 5.4. It is easy to see that Λ
(
LSλ1
)
= V λ1 . Then proposition
5.3 shows that any operator r0 satisfying (5.4) can be written in the form
r0 =
1
2
(
1 + hˆ sˆ
)
A−1 + B˜PU , (5.14)
where B˜ is a linear operator, B˜ : U → Lhλ. The theorem follows directly from
Proposition 5.5. The skew-symmetry of r0 is equivalent to the following condi-
tions:
1) ImB˜ ⊂ U,
2) B˜ + B˜∗ = λ.
Proof. The skew-symmetry of r0 means that for any f, g ∈ Lh
λ
〈r0f, g〉+ 〈f, r0g〉 = 0. (5.15)
By proposition 5.3, any f ∈ Lhλ has a unique decomposition of the form
f = Afˆ + f¯ , fˆ ∈ V λ1 , f¯ ∈ U. (5.16)
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Substituting this in (5.15) and taking into account that 1
2
(
1 + hˆ sˆ
)
A−1 ≡ −1
2
+
A−1, we obtain
〈r0f, g〉+ 〈f, r0g〉 = I1
(
fˆ , gˆ
)
+ I2
(
fˆ , g¯
)
+ I2
(
gˆ, f¯
)
+ I3
(
f¯ , g¯
)
,
where
I1
(
fˆ , gˆ
)
= −
〈
Afˆ, Agˆ
〉
+
〈
fˆ , Agˆ
〉
+
〈
Afˆ, gˆ
〉
, (5.17)
I2
(
fˆ , g¯
)
=
〈
fˆ , g¯
〉
+
〈
Afˆ, A−1g¯
〉
+
〈
Afˆ, B˜g¯
〉
, (5.18)
I3
(
f¯ , g¯
)
= −
〈
f¯ , g¯
〉
+
〈
A−1f¯ , g¯
〉
+
〈
f¯ , A−1g¯
〉
+
〈
B˜f¯ , g¯
〉
+
〈
f¯ , B˜g¯
〉
(5.19)
Recalling that A ≡ 1− hˆ sˆ and hˆ∗ = hˆ−1 we find
I1
(
fˆ , gˆ
)
=
〈
fˆ , gˆ
〉
−
〈
sˆfˆ , sˆgˆ
〉
.
Lemma 5.6. For any fˆ , gˆ ∈ V λ〈
fˆ , gˆ
〉
−
〈
sˆfˆ , sˆgˆ
〉
= −
∫
dz
z
fˆ (λ, z) gˆ (λ, z) .
In our case fˆ , gˆ ∈ V λ1 i.e. fˆ (λ, z) = gˆ (λ, z) = 0, hence I1
(
fˆ , gˆ
)
= 0, as
desired.
Now, the skew-symmetry of r0 implies that both I2 and I3 are equal to zero.
The first two terms in (5.18) vanish; indeed, taking into account that
〈
Afˆ, g¯
〉
=
0, we have〈
fˆ , g¯
〉
+
〈
Afˆ, A−1g¯
〉
=
〈
fˆ , g¯
〉
+
〈
Afˆ, A−1g¯
〉
−
〈
Afˆ, g¯
〉
= I1
(
fˆ , A−1g¯
)
= 0.
Hence, I2 = 0 implies
〈
Afˆ, B˜g¯
〉
= 0, i.e. ImB˜ ⊥ ImV λ1 . Then by proposition 5.3
ImB˜ ⊂ U, as desired.
Recall now that by (5.12)
(
A−1f¯
)
(λ, z) = −λf¯0
(
q−λz
)
, hence
0 = I3
(
f¯ , g¯
)
= −
〈
f¯ , g¯
〉
+
〈
A−1f¯ , g¯
〉
+
〈
f¯ , A−1g¯
〉
+
〈
B˜f¯ , g¯
〉
+
〈
f¯ , B˜g¯
〉
= I1
(
A−1f¯ , A−1g¯
)
+
〈
B˜f¯ , g¯
〉
+
〈
f¯ , B˜g¯
〉
= −
∫
dz
z
(
A−1f¯
)
(λ, z)
(
A−1g¯
)
(λ, z) +
〈
B˜f¯ , g¯
〉
+
〈
f¯ , B˜g¯
〉
= −λ2
∫
dz
z
f¯0
(
q−λz
)
g¯0
(
q−λz
)
+
〈
B˜f¯ , g¯
〉
+
〈
f¯ , B˜g¯
〉
= −λ
〈
f¯ , g¯
〉
+
〈
B˜f¯ , g¯
〉
+
〈
f¯ , B˜g¯
〉
,
i.e. B˜ + B˜∗ = λ. 
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6. Explicit formula for the quotient bracket and uniqueness
theorem.
In this section we give an explicit formula for the brackets obtained via DS-
redaction on the quotient Yλq/LN
λ
+ which may be identified with the set of q-
pseudodifference operators of complex degree λ. We shall see that only one of
them satisfies involutivity condition (2.40). This bracket coincides with the one
constructed in [14].
In this section we assume that λ is generic, i.e. λ /∈ 2pii
ln q
Q.
As shown in section 2, the quotient Yλq/LN
λ
+ may be identified with the set Y0
of companion matrices, i.e. the matrices of the form
L˜ =

−u1 (z) −u2 (z) −u3 (z) . . .
1 0 0 . . .
0 1 0 . . .
...
...
. . . . . .
 , ui (z) ∈ C((z−1)).
(6.1)
As an affine space Y0 is isomorphic to the set Ĝλ of q-pseudodifference operators
of a complex degree λ:
Ĝλ =
{
L = Dλ + u1 (z)D
λ−1 + u2 (z)D
λ−2 + · · ·
}
. (6.2)
Note also that all Ĝλ are isomorphic (as affine spaces) to each other and to∏
i≥1
C((z−1)); so
Yλq/LN
λ
+ ≃ Y0 ≃ Ĝλ ≃
∏
i≥1
C((z−1)).
We fix the following models of the tangent and cotangent spaces of Ĝλ:
TLĜλ =
{
X = X¯Dλ : X¯ ∈ J− ⊂ ΨDq
}
,
T ∗LĜλ =
{
f = D−λf¯ : f¯ ∈ J+ ⊂ ΨDq
}
.
(6.3)
The canonical pairing between TLĜλ and T
∗
LĜλ is given by
〈X, f〉 = TrΨDq X · f. (6.4)
The space Fun
(
Ĝλ
)
of the smooth functional on Ĝλ is generated by the
Laurent coefficients umi of the functions ui (z) . The left and right gradients of a
functional ϕ ∈ Fun
(
Ĝλ
)
are defined by the usual formulas:
∇ϕ (L) = Ldϕ, ∇′ϕ = dϕL, dϕ (L) ∈ T ∗LĜλ, L ∈ Ĝλ.
It is easy to see that the left and right gradients contain only integer powers of
D and therefore may be considered as elements of ΨDq.
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We consider the class of Poisson brackets on Ĝλ of the form
{ϕ, ψ} =
〈〈(
R + aP0 bP0
cP0 R + dP0
)
Dϕ,Dψ
〉〉
, (6.5)
where
Dϕ ≡
(
∇ϕ
∇′ϕ
)
and similarly for Dψ, R = 1
2
(P+ − P−) and a, b, c, d are linear operators in J0 ≃
C((z−1)) ⊂ ΨDq satisfying the skew-symmetry conditions
a = −a∗, d = −d∗, c∗ = b.
Remark 6.1. Note that for a functional ϕ ∈ Fun
(
Ĝλ
)
its linear gradient dϕ
is defined up to an arbitrary element of D−λJ(−); in (6.3) we have put D
−λdϕ ∈
D−λJ+, but it is a manually imposed restriction. The bracket (6.5) is said to be
well-defined if its value does not depend on the D−λJ(−)-components of dϕ, dψ. It
is easy to see that the bracket (6.5) is well-defined if and only if
a+ 1
2
+ bD−λ = c+
(
1
2
+ d
)
D−λ = α Tr ·, α ∈ C. (6.6)
Let P00 be the projection operator on the one-dimensional subspace in U gen-
erated by the unity matrix, and P ′0 = P0 − P00.
Theorem 6.1. Let
rλ,∆0 = −
1
2
+ A−1 +
(
B¯λ,∆ + λ
2
)
PU , B¯
λ,∆ = λ
(
1
2
1+hˆλ
1−hˆλ
P ′0 +∆
)
,
(6.7)
where ∆ is a skew-symmetric operator in U, commuting with hˆ. Let rλ,∆ =
1
2
(P+ − P−) + r
λ,∆
0 P0.
The Poisson bracket {·, ·}λ∆ on Lgl
λ
q defined by{
ϕ̂, ψ̂
}λ
∆
=
〈〈(
rλ,∆ −hˆrλ,∆+
hˆ−1rλ,∆− −r
λ,∆
)(
∇ϕ̂
∇′ϕ̂
)
,
(
∇ψ̂
∇′ψ̂
)〉〉
,
(6.8)
gives rise via DS-reduction to the following bracket on Ĝλ:
{ϕ, ψ}∆λ =
〈〈 R + (12 1+hˆλ1−hˆλ +∆)P ′0 −( 11−hˆλ +∆) hˆλP ′0(
hˆλ
1−hˆλ
+∆
)
hˆ−λP ′0 R−
(
1
2
1+hˆλ
1−hˆλ
+∆
)
P ′0
Dϕ,Dψ〉〉 ;
(6.9)
(here we have identified EndU and EndC((z−1)). )
Like to the finite-dimensional case, the corresponding r-matrix may be uniquely
fixed by imposing, in addition, the involutivity condition:
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Theorem 6.2. There exists a unique bracket of the form (6.8) on Lglλq which
admits DS-reduction and gives rise to a Poisson bracket on Ĝλ satisfying the
involutivity condition
a+ b = c+ d. (6.10)
This bracket coincides with {·, ·}λ0 .
The proof is similar to the one of theorem 2.11 and will be omitted.
The rest of this section is devoted to the proof of theorem 6.1. The general idea
of the proof is similar to the one of [11]: both brackets (6.8) and (6.9) considered
as functions of λ are quotients of two A0-functions; therefore, it is sufficient to
prove the theorem for all sufficiently large integer λ = N. But in this case the DS-
reduction on Lglλq amounts to the q-deformed DS-reduction on LglN considered
in section 2, for which theorem 2.10 gives formula (6.9).
Let us define filtrations on the spaces Fun
(
Yλq
)
and Fun
(
Ĝλ
)
. Recall that
we have denoted by LSi ⊂ Lgl
λ
q the subspace of matrices which have only i-th
non-zero diagonal. Let Vn =
n−1⊕
i=0
LSi, let Γn : Y
λ
q → Vn be the natural projection
and Ωn = Γ
∗
n (Fun (Vn)) . Obviously,
Ω1 ⊂ Ω2 ⊂ . . . ⊂ Ωn ⊂ . . . ⊂ Fun
(
Yλq
)
,
⋃
i≥1
Ωi = Fun
(
Yλq
)
.
(6.11)
Lemma 6.3. For any Poisson bracket of the form (6.8)
{Ωi,Ωj}
λ
∆ ⊂ Ωi+j .
As it was noted Ĝλ ≃
∏
i≥1
C((z−1)) as affine spaces. Let Mn =
n∏
i=1
C((z−1)), let
γn :
∏
i≥1
C((z−1))→
n∏
i=1
C((z−1)) be the natural projection andWn = γ
∗
n (Fun (Mn)) .
We have
W1 ⊂W2 ⊂ . . . ⊂ Wn ⊂ . . . ⊂ Fun
(
Ĝλ
)
,
⋃
i≥1
Wi = Fun
(
Ĝλ
)
.
(6.12)
Lemma 6.4. For any Poisson bracket of the form (6.9)
{Wi,Wj}
∆
λ
⊂Wi+j .
The proof of the cross-section theorem 4.1 implies that these filtrations are
consistent with the projection pi : Yλq → Ĝλ, i.e. pi
∗ (Wi) ⊂ Ωi.
Let us choose some functions ϕ ∈ Wi, ψ ∈ Wj . Let ϕ̂ = pi
∗ϕ, ψ̂ = pi∗ψ; they
are defined on Yλq and can be continued to LN
λ
+-invariant functions on the whole
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Lglλq which will be denoted by the same letters. We need to prove that for any
L ∈ Ĝλ and some (and then for any) L ∈ pi
−1 (L){
ϕ̂, ψ̂
}λ
∆
(L) = {ϕ, ψ}∆λ (L) . (6.13)
We choose L ∈ pi−1 (L) in the companion form (6.1). Since
{
ϕ̂, ψ̂
}λ
∆
∈ Ωi+j and
{ϕ, ψ}∆λ ∈ Wi+j we may assume that L ∈ Mi+j.
Lemma 6.5. If (6.13) holds for all sufficiently large integer λ, then it holds for
all generic λ ∈ C.
Proof. Since all Ĝλ are isomorphic to each other and to
∏
i≥1
C((z−1)), we may
consider {ϕ, ψ}∆λ (L) as a function of variable λ. Functionals ϕ, ψ depend only
on a finite number of Laurent coefficients uni , hence from (6.9) it follows that
{ϕ, ψ}∆λ (L) is the quotient of two A0-functions.
The bracket
{
ϕ̂, ψ̂
}λ
∆
(L) may also be considered as a function of λ because
the set Y0 of companion matrices is naturally embedded into Lgl
λ
q for all λ ∈ C.
It is easy to see that this bracket is also the quotient of two A0-functions. Then
the lemma follows directly from the interpolation property for A0-functions (see
proposition 3.1). 
Let us fix some λ = m > i + j. The subspace Mm ⊂ Ĝm is Poisson (see
[14]). It is naturally identified with the affine space of normalized m-th order
q-difference operators defined in section 2 which was denoted there by the same
letter (see (2.2)). The functions ϕ, ψ may be considered as functions on Mm. As
discussed in section 2, the bracket {·, ·}∆m onMm can be obtained via the ordinary
q-deformed DS-reduction from Lglm. Let ρ : Ym → Ym/LN+ (m) ≃ Mm be the
corresponding projection, let ϕ¯, ψ¯ be LN+ (m)-invariant functions on Lglm such
that ϕ¯|Ym = ρ
∗ϕ, ψ¯|Ym = ρ
∗ψ. Theorem 2.10 says that{
ϕ¯, ψ¯
}
∆,m
(L) = {ϕ, ψ}∆m (L) ,
where L ∈ Lglm is a companion matrix corresponding to L. Hence, we need to
prove only that {
ϕ̂, ψ̂
}m
∆
(L) =
{
ϕ¯, ψ¯
}
∆,m
(L) . (6.14)
Recall that we have defined an embedding of glm into gl
λ
q (see (3.6)); we may
naturally define a similar embedding for the corresponding loop algebras. As
above, for an element A ∈ Lglλq we denote by A|m its glm-block. The similar
notation will be used also for subspaces: for K ⊂ Lglλq we put
K|m =
{
A|m : ∀A ∈ K
}
.
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The linear gradient dϕ̂ is defined up to an arbitrary element of Lnm+ ; however,
this freedom does not affect the value of the bracket. We shall assume that
(dϕ̂)+ = 0, so
dϕ̂ ∈
0⊕
k=−i
LSk ⊂ Lb
m
− , (6.15)
because ϕ̂ ∈ Ωi. For dϕ¯ we shall also use the assumption (dϕ¯)+ = 0.
Lemma 6.6.{
ϕ̂, ψ̂
}m
∆
(L) =
〈
Zϕ¯ (L) ,
1
2
Z¯ψ¯ (L)−
(
rm,∆
)
|m
Zψ¯ (L)
〉
. (6.16)
Proof. It is easy to see that
dϕ̂|m (L) = dϕ¯ (L) ; (6.17)
(this follows from the fact that both in glm- and in gl
λ
q -cases the gauge action of
the upper triangular group is free and that the restriction of the glλq -trace to glm
coincides with the ordinary matrix trace).
Using (6.15), (6.17) and the evident relation L|m = L we find by direct com-
putation that left and right gradients ∇ϕ̂,∇′ϕ̂ have the form
❅
❅
❅
❅
❅
❅
❅
❅
❅
❅
❅
❅
❅
❅
❅
❅
❅
❅
A ∈ Lglm
0
0
0
0
. . .
*
*
0
0
0

,
and that ∇ϕ̂|m = ∇ϕ¯, ∇
′ϕ̂|m = ∇
′ϕ¯.
Obviously, Zϕ̂, Z¯ϕ̂ have a similar form; but Zϕ̂ is upper-triangular, hence
Zϕ̂ =
(
Zϕ¯ 0
0 0
)
. (6.18)
Substituting this into {
ϕ̂, ψ̂
}m
∆
(L) =
〈
Zϕ̂,
1
2
Z¯
ψ̂
− rm,∆Z
ψ̂
〉
we obtain (6.16). 
On the other hand, by definition,{
ϕ¯, ψ¯
}
∆,m
(L) =
〈
Zϕ¯,
1
2
Z¯ψ¯ − rˆ∆,mZψ¯
〉
, (6.19)
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where
rˆ∆,m =
1
2
(P+ − P−) + rˆ
0
∆,m, rˆ
0
∆,m =
1
2
1 + hˆτm
1− hˆτm
P ′0 +m∆PUm .
(6.20)
(Recall that Um =
{
diag
(
f0 (z) , f0 (q
−1z) , . . . , f0
(
q−(m−1)z
))}
= U|m). The
following lemma finishes our proof:
Lemma 6.7. (
rm,∆0
)
|m
= rˆ0∆,m. (6.21)
Proof. The r-matrix rm,∆0 satisfies the equation
1
2
(
1 + hˆ sˆ
)
f = rm,∆0
(
1− hˆ sˆ
)
f, ∀f ∈ V m1 . (6.22)
Evidently, the operator hˆ sˆ preserves Lhm, which is considered as a subspace of
Lhm, hence (6.22) can be restricted to Lhm:
1
2
(
1 + hˆ τm
)
f =
(
rm,∆0
)
|m
(
1− hˆ τm
)
f, ∀f ∈ Vm, (6.23)
where Vm = {diag (0, ∗, . . . ∗) ⊂ Lhm} , Vm = (V
m
1 )|m . Obviously,
(
rm,∆0
)
|m
is
skew-symmetric; then, according to lemma 2.4, equation (6.23) implies that(
rm,∆0
)
|m
=
1
2
1 + hˆτm
1− hˆτm
P ′0 +m∆˜PUm ≡ rˆ
0
∆˜,m
(6.24)
with some ∆˜ ∈ EndUm.
To prove that ∆ = ∆˜ let us calculate the bilinear form
〈(
rm,∆0
)
|m
f, g
〉
,
f, g ∈ Um. For arbitrary f ∈ Um let us denote by fˆ its image under the natural
embedding Lglm → Lgl
m
q .
Evidently, 〈(
rm,∆0
)
|m
f, g
〉
Lglm
=
〈
rm,∆0 fˆ , gˆ
〉
Lglmq
. (6.25)
By definition,
rm,∆0 = −
1
2
+ A−1 + m
2
PU +m
(
1
2
1+hˆm
1−hˆm
P ′0 +∆
)
PU . (6.26)
Using explicit formula (5.9) for A−1 we find:
〈(
−1
2
+ A−1
)
fˆ , gˆ
〉
= −
∫
dz
z
m−1∑
l=0
(
l + 1
2
)
f0
(
q−lz
)
g0
(
q−lz
)
= −
m2
2
∫
dz
z
f0 (z) g0 (z) = −
m
2
〈f, g〉 . (6.27)
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Then, from (5.9) it follows that (
PU fˆ
)
|m
= f ; (6.28)
indeed,(
PU fˆ
)
0
(z) =
[
−
1
λ
(
A−1fˆ
) (
λ, qλz
)]
λ=m
=
[
−
1
λ
(−m) f0
(
q−λqλz
)]
λ=m
= f0 (z) .
The formulas (6.27) and (6.28) imply that〈(
rm,∆0
)
|m
f, g
〉
=
〈
rm,∆0 fˆ , gˆ
〉
=
〈
m
(
1
2
1 + hˆm
1− hˆm
P ′0 +∆
)
f, g
〉
.
(6.29)
Recalling that by theorem 2.5〈(
1
2
1 + hˆτm
1− hˆτm
P ′0
)
f, g
〉
=
〈
m
2
1 + hˆm
1− hˆm
P ′0f, g
〉
, ∀f, g ∈ Um,
(6.30)
and comparing (6.24) with (6.29) we find ∆˜ = ∆, as desired. 
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